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ABSTRACT
Path attestation is an approach to remotely attest the execution of a program $P$. In path attestation, a prover platform, which executes $P$, convinces a remote verifier $V$ of the integrity of $P$ by recording the path that $P$ takes as it executes a particular input. While a number of prior techniques have been developed for path attestation, they have generally been applied to record paths only for parts of $P$’s execution. In this paper, we consider the problem of whole program control-flow path attestation, i.e., to attest the execution of the entire program path in $P$. We show that prior approaches for path attestation use sub-optimal techniques that fundamentally fail to scale to whole program paths, and impose a large runtime overhead on the execution of $P$. We then develop BLAST, an approach that reduces these overheads using a number of novel approaches inspired by prior work from the program profiling literature. Our experiments show that BLAST makes path attestation more practical for use on a wide variety of embedded programs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Attestation allows a remote verifier to establish trust in the integrity of a system, called the prover. An agent on the prover measures the state of the system to be verified, and sends these measurements to the verifier, who uses them to reason about the integrity of the prover. Because the verifier does not trust the prover, the measurements are generally tied to a root of trust on the prover platform, such as trusted platform modules (TPM) [43] on early systems, or other hardware-based trusted execution environments (TEE) such as the ARM TrustZone [6] or Intel SGX [31] in more recent systems. Integrity measurements can attest to a variety of properties, such as whether the prover booted up with a particular software stack [5, 25], that the system satisfies certain properties [16, 17, 32, 42], or executed certain operations [47].

Our focus in this paper is on control-flow path attestation, or simply, path attestation. In path attestation, the verifier supplies an input to the prover (which is a program). The goal of the prover is to produce a measurement that allows the verifier to precisely determine the control-flow path taken by the prover program as it processes that input. The main advantage of path attestation is that it provides the verifier with a non-repudiable proof of execution of the prover on that input. This form of attestation is particularly valuable for embedded systems, in which a remote verifier can obtain a proof that some requested action was indeed performed by an embedded device. For example, path attestation can be used to assure a verifier that a syringe pump embedded within a patient has indeed delivered the desired dosage of a drug [2], or that a robot arm has indeed completed a task in response to a command from a remote operator [47]. Because path attestation works on individual runs of the program, it attests the integrity of each run, and makes any attacks on the program more readily detectable by the verifier. Path attestation can also be seen as a lighter-weight alternative to verifiable computation [50].

Prior work on path attestation (e.g., [2, 3, 21, 29, 39, 47, 48, 53]) has largely focused on programs that run atop embedded devices. Most of these approaches work by instrumenting the program so that at runtime, the instrumentation collects measurements that are periodically committed to the TEE, e.g., the secure world of an ARM TrustZone-enabled chip on the embedded device. This measurement is signed by the TEE and provided to the verifier, who can then check whether the path followed by the program is the one expected for that program input. For example, CFLAT [2] adds instrumentation at the end of basic blocks of the program to compute a hash of the basic block, and integrates this hash into a cumulative accumulator of the execution path encountered so far. The accumulated hash is presented to the verifier as the path measurement, which then checks it using historical profiling data (e.g., a database of expected hashes for each input). OAT [47] adds instrumentation after conditional instructions that commits the direction of the taken branch to the TEE as a bit-trace, together with the values of certain sensitive program elements (e.g., return addresses and addresses of indirect jumps/calls). OAT’s verifier uses symbolic execution of the program using bit-trace and recorded values to check the control-flow path taken by the prover. Unfortunately, as we show in this paper, prior approaches do not scale up to whole-program path attestation, i.e., to attest the entire control-flow path taken by the prover program. For example, OAT is tailored to attest the integrity of “operations” in embedded programs, which are specific regions of the program (manually
demarcated using annotations) that accomplish some well-defined task. The code that implements the movement of a robot hand would be demarcated as an operation, for instance. When the prover executes, the verifier only obtains an attestation measurement of the control-flow path pertaining to the operation, but not for the entire embedded program. Prior work has shown that the verifier can miss attacks directed against the vulnerabilities in the prover program when paths are attested only in certain parts of the prover’s execution [28, Table IV]. Thus, it is desirable for a verifier to be able to attest the entire execution of the embedded program, rather than parts of it. Also, most prior work (e.g., [2, 21, 39, 48]) has only been applied to small programs or those that work in specialized environments. When applied to these small programs or when path attestation is applied to record only a part of the program’s behavior (e.g., only “operations”), the corresponding program paths span only a few hundred or few thousand control-flow events. By avoiding whole-program path attestation, these methods are able to report a relatively modest runtime overhead on the prover’s execution.

However, when we applied prior approaches to attest whole program paths in a suite of embedded benchmarks, we found that the approaches impose a prohibitive overhead on the runtime of the program (see Section 2). We show that the performance bottleneck stems from the sub-optimal way in which prior approaches instrument the prover program to measure the control-flow path taken, and that this approach fundamentally does not scale to whole-program path attestation. This instrumentation causes a large number of domain transitions to the TEE of the prover device (where measurements are stored securely), thereby imposing a heavy runtime overhead on the program.

We present Blast, an approach to scale attestation to whole program paths. Blast incorporates several new ideas based on the lessons learned from our detailed analysis of the overheads of prior approaches. It aims to reduce the number of TEE transitions that are used by prior approaches to record path attestation measurements (Section 3). Blast does so using local logging—i.e., it stores measurements generated by the instrumentation in a log within the program’s address space. Logging operations therefore do not require domain transitions and can be performed with a store instruction into the program’s own address space. It isolates the log from the rest of the program by instrumenting the program to implement software fault isolation (SFI) [49]. Blast commits the log periodically to the TEE when the space allocated for the log is exhausted. Once committed, Blast reuses the log to continue recording path measurements.

Blast uses improved methods to record path measurements. We observe that prior approaches use sub-optimal ways to measure paths, which unnecessarily leads to more entries in the log. For example, CFLAT stores a path measurement at the end of every basic block while OAT does so at each branch. Such sub-optimal event recording fills up the log faster than necessary, which in turn triggers a TEE transition to commit the log. Blast instead adapts the idea of Ball-Larus numbering [10] from the program profiling literature. For an acyclic control-flow graph (CFG) of a function with $N$ paths, Ball-Larus numbering selectively instruments edges of the CFG so that they together compute an integer in the range $[0, N-1]$ at function exit. This integer serves as a unique identifier of the path taken through the CFG. Ball-Larus numbering also supports CFGs

with loops; details in Section 3. Ball-Larus numbering is provably better than bit-tracing or other approaches to instrumentation in that it places instrumentation optimally, thereby resulting in lower runtime performance overheads than other approaches. Ball-Larus numbering also affords the flexibility of placing instrumentation so that the number of instrumented CFG edges along heavily-executed paths in the CFG is minimized. Using the Ball-Larus numbering approach, Blast reduces instrumentation encountered at runtime compared to both CFLAT and OAT. This in turn reduces the frequency at which Blast needs to commit the log to the TEE.

Blast incorporates a compact yet expressive representation of the recorded path measurement. Ball-Larus numbering records path numbers at a per-procedure level. Larsen [34] extended Ball-Larus numbering to store whole-program path profiles using a grammar-based representation. In this approach, the log of Ball-Larus path numbers encountered is compressed to produce a compact context-free grammar that represents the whole program path. Although compact, the context-free grammar suffices to precisely reconstruct the entire path through the program. Blast offers the option of presenting this context-free grammar based representation of whole program paths to the verifier. The verifier can use this to easily reconstruct the precise path taken by the prover to process the input. Blast also supports the option of simply storing a hash-based commitment of the log, similar to the approach used by CFLAT. This option simply presents the verifier with a single hash-based measurement of the program path, which is checked against a database of acceptable values.

Our results show that Blast brings whole-program control-flow attestation to the realm of feasibility. On a set of embedded benchmarks (Embench-IOT [23]), Blast is able to attest whole-program control-flow paths while imposing an average runtime overhead of 67%. This is significantly smaller than the overheads of competing path attestation approaches when applied to whole program paths, which can slow the execution of the program by up to 100×-1000×.

2 BACKGROUND

Figure 1 shows the basic setup for path attestation. We consider a program $P$, running on a prover platform, that is equipped with a TEE capable of attestation. A remote verifier, $V$, provides an input to $P$ together with a challenge (e.g., a nonce), in response to which the prover platform provides the output of $P$ on the input, and a path measurement in response to the challenge. The verifier $V$ has local access to the program $P$, but wishes to obtain a commitment from $P$ on the control-flow path that it took to process the input. The prover platform enables this by collecting path measurements from $P$ and uses the TEE to store the measurements securely. The prover then requests the TEE to digitally sign the measurements (incorporating the supplied challenge) and provides them to the
All the approaches discussed in this paper rely on instrumenting $P$ to collect path measurements at runtime. BLAST relies on a compiler pass to insert this instrumentation, but the compiler does not have to be trusted because the correctness of the inserted instrumentation can be verified via a simple linear pass over the resulting executable. The verifier $V$ does not trust the prover platform, but expects it to be equipped with a TEE, which it trusts. The verifier $V$ assumes that the prover program $P$ can be hijacked by an adversary, e.g., by feeding malicious inputs that exploit zero-day vulnerabilities in $P$.

We assume that the prover platform has implemented standard data-execution prevention techniques that are available on almost all modern hardware platforms, to prevent code injection attacks in $P$. Preventing code injection attacks is important because the inserted instrumentation is key to precisely computing the path measurement that the verifier $V$ will check. Commodity operating systems generally provide data-execution prevention in concert with the hardware (e.g., WoWX). However, embedded programs often execute atop bare-metal hardware, e.g., ARM Cortex-M microcontrollers. Prior work has developed methods for data-execution prevention even for bare-metal settings [19, 33]. Such work is orthogonal to the focus of this paper, and as in prior work [2, 47], we simply assume that the prover platform provides bare-metal data-execution prevention, and can attest to the verifier $V$ via boot-time integrity measurements that the defense is enabled.

BLAST targets ARM TrustZone-based prover platforms and its design does not require $V$ to trust any software running outside the TEE (i.e., the secure world). For a program $P$ executing atop a bare-metal normal world (i.e., the rich-execution environment, or REE, of an ARM TrustZone platform), we show that BLAST securely records paths measurements. Our prototype implementation uses OPTEE [41] to ease communication with the TEE, and OPTEE requires an operating system in the normal world. As we outline in Section 3.6, BLAST can also be adapted to work in non-bare-metal settings, provided the normal world operating system is modified to incorporate safeguards that let the TEE protect BLAST’s security-critical state. Because the need for a normal world operating system is not germane to BLAST’s design, we chose not to incorporate these modifications in our prototype’s OPTEE normal world, and assume it is benign in intent.

Code-reuse attacks (e.g., return-oriented [46] or jump-oriented programming [11, 15]), and attacks that maliciously modify program data [27] that alter the program path followed in $P$ can readily be detected because the path measurement that is collected by the TEE in the prover will diverge from the value that $V$ expects. Our focus in this paper is only on attacks that alter the control-flow path in $P$. Attacks that modify the value of a sensitive variable without altering control-flow path can be detected using additional instrumentation to record their values (e.g., as done in OAT), but such instrumentation is orthogonal to the discussion in this paper.

2.2 Prior Art in Path Attestation

We now describe prior work on path attestation with a focus on CFLAT and OAT as representative approaches. Other approaches [2, 3, 21, 29, 47, 48, 53] use largely similar methods. We use the code snippet in Figure 2(a) as a running example denoting $P$. Figure 2(b) shows the control-flow graph (CFG) of $P$. Both CFLAT and OAT instrument the program $P$ to collect control-flow path measurements. However, they differ in the information collected and in the kind of locations where instrumentation is inserted.

CFLAT instruments the CFG of each function to store a rolling hash of the code of the basic blocks encountered during the execution of the function. CFLAT’s path measurement is a set of hash values for each function encountered during $P$’s execution.
For example, if the execution follows the path BB1→BB3→BB7 in the CFG shown in Figure 2(b), CFLAT records the hash value $H(BB7) || H(BB3) || H(BB1||0))$, where $H(·)$ is a suitable collision-resistant hash function (BLAKE-2 in case of CFLAT) and $||$ is a suitable concatenation operator.

Figure 2(c) shows how CFLAT instruments the CFG to compute the above hash value at runtime—each rectangle on an edge denotes that instrumentation is added to the edge. CFLAT maintains the path measurement in the TEE, and each instrumentation contains a trampoline that performs a domain switch into the TEE—a world switch to the secure world in ARM TrustZone using the svc instruction. At each such domain switch, CFLAT incorporates the hash of the preceding basic block into the path measurement that is maintained in the TEE, and transfers control back to $P$ to resume execution (i.e., a world switch into the normal world in ARM TrustZone). On entry to each function, the instrumentation initializes the hash value to 0. At each edge of the CFG, the instrumentation computes the hash of the basic block that executed preceding that hash, and appends the value to a per-function rolling hash maintained during the execution of that function. At function exit, the accumulated hash value(s) is reported as the path measurement of the function. A loop-free function that does not call any other functions will accumulate a single hash value, denoting the path taken by the function as it processed the input.

CFLAT supports functions that have loops or call other functions, by storing a set of hash values per function. To handle loops, CFLAT adds instrumentation on back-edges that saves the hash value computed thus far to the TEE, and re-initializes the hash computation to zero for the next iteration of the loop. Thus, CFLAT performs a domain switch at each loop header and collects a set of accumulated hash values, each accumulated hash corresponding to the execution of one acyclic fragment of the CFG. The number of accumulated hash values in the set also provides information (to $\forall$) about the number of times each loop iterated. To support function calls, CFLAT’s instrumentation saves and restores the value of the hash across call instructions encountered in a function. CFLAT adds instrumentation to save to the TEE the accumulated hash preceding a call instruction. When the called function returns, it adds instrumentation that restores the saved value from the TEE and resumes execution within the caller.

CFLAT reports path measurements on a per-function basis. A verifier presented with CFLAT’s path measurements simply performs a lookup in a measurement database to check whether the computed hash values corresponds to the hash values of (one of) the acceptable path(s) for the input provided to the program. CFLAT assumes that the verifier has access to such a measurement database that is pre-populated with a list of acceptable hash values, e.g., by profiling the program with various regression tests under a non-adversarial environment. In the absence of an entry in this database for a particular input, CFLAT’s verifier must re-execute a local copy of $P$ on that input, compute the path measurement, and check that it matches the value provided by the prover.

OAT requires application developers to annotate $P$ to demarcate “operations.” OAT’s goal is to check the integrity of these operations via attestation. Each operation consists of a top-level function that can itself invoke other functions. However, in OAT, one operation must proceed to completion before another operation is invoked.

\[ H(BB7) || H(BB3) || H(BB1||0)) \]

Table 1: Control-flow edges in CFLAT and OAT that contain instrumentation to perform a domain switch to the TEE. Although Blast also instruments some of these edges as shown in the table (with $\forall$), Blast’s instrumentation stores the path measurement in a local log and does not trigger a domain switch (see Section 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFG edge</th>
<th>CFLAT</th>
<th>OAT</th>
<th>Blast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditional branch</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconditional branch</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct function call</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect function call</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return/function exit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^\dagger$In Blast, path measurements are committed to the local log only on conditional branches that are loop headers.
In an effort to understand CFLAT and OAT’s performance when applied to attest whole program paths, we implemented their instrumentation approaches as compiler passes in LLVM-11.0.0, and instrumented benchmarks from the Embench-IOT suite [23]. Embench-IOT is a set of benchmarks that represents the requirements of modern connected embedded systems.

Table 2 reports the results of whole program path attestation on these benchmarks using the corresponding inputs provided as part of the suite. Recall that OAT requires developers to demarcate operations, whose integrity it attests; for the purposes of evaluation, we considered the whole program as one “operation.” Because the raw runtimes depend heavily on the actual hardware platform used on our hardware platform in Section 3.

For this experiment, we only instrumented direct call instructions and elided instrumenting indirect calls. Recall that OAT’s approach instruments only conditional branches, unlike CFLAT. Note also that OAT avoids instrumenting direct call instructions (cf. Table 1), while they are instrumented by CFLAT. We merged the functionality implemented at function exits, and at the return point of the callee function into a single switch into the TEE, and Table 2 reports the consolidated number of TEE domain switches for that control-flow event.

To understand the raw performance implications of these numbers, recall from our prior discussion that both CFLAT and OAT make a TEE domain switch for each of the control-flow events for which they insert instrumentation. The time taken for a TEE domain switch differs based on the hardware platform, but OAT reported a TrustZone world switch time (swapping to the TEE and returning) of 45μsec on their HiKey (with an ARM Cortex A53 processor) evaluation platform ([47, Table II]). CFLAT’s evaluation also suggests an overhead of ~40μsec on their Raspberry Pi 2 evaluation platform (2, Figure 8). We used a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+, for our evaluation of BLAST, and observed an average world switch time of 190μsec on our platform. Observe that with such overheads for TEE domain switches and the numbers reported in Table 2, the raw runtimes for whole-program control-flow path attestation of the benchmarks in Embench-IOT will run into several hours. Given that the baseline execution time of these benchmarks is just a few seconds (under 35 seconds in all cases, cf. Table 4), whole-program control-flow path attestation would impose more than a 1000× overhead for most of these benchmarks. We contrast this with BLAST’s results, where the overhead for Embench-IOT benchmarks is an average of just 1.67× (Section 4.1).

On further analysis, we noted that the benchmarks or “operations” measured in the experiments reported in both the CFLAT and OAT papers contain only a few thousand control-flow events. For example, the attestation reports in the five benchmarks to which OAT was applied were all smaller than a kilobyte in size. These attestation reports contain the bit-trace that records the direction of each conditional branch encountered, and addresses of indirect calls and jumps. This suggests that the operations in these benchmarks whose paths were measured consisted of fewer than a thousand control-flow events. This contrasts sharply with the numbers observed in whole program paths encountered in a modern embedded benchmark suite such as Embench-IOT (which denote the characteristics of a wide-variety of embedded applications), which contain hundreds of millions of control-flow events. We conclude that prior approaches to path attestation do not scale to whole program path attestation, thereby motivating us to develop BLAST.

### 3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF BLAST

The analysis reported in the prior section shows that the key bottleneck that prevents prior methods from scaling to whole-program path attestation is the number of TEE domain transitions that they perform. BLAST aims to reduce the number of TEE domain transitions encountered during path attestation by performing local logging of control-flow events (Section 3.1). That is, the instrumentation inserted by BLAST writes out information to a local log in P’s address space, rather than performing a domain transition on each control-flow event. The log accumulates a history of control-flow events, is periodically flushed to the TEE as it reaches capacity, and is reused to continue logging events until the program terminates.

However, this approach of local logging requires some care:

- **Optimizing events to be logged.** Local logging of control-flow events can immediately improve the performance of prior approaches by reducing the number of TEE domain transitions. However, prior approaches are sub-optimal in the set of control-flow events that they instrument. BLAST uses Ball-Larus numbering [10], an approach to optimally place instrumentation in the control-flow graph, to reduce the number of entries that are logged. This in turn reduces the rate at which the log is populated, and therefore the number of
domain transitions required to commit the log to the TEE when it reaches capacity (Section 3.2).

- Protecting log integrity. Because the log is stored in the $P$’s address space, it is vulnerable to attacks launched on the prover platform. Such attacks can alter the log state, and the resulting path measurement presented to $V$ will no longer faithfully represent $P$’s behavior on the prover platform. BLaST protects the integrity of the log using software-fault isolation in $P$ (Section 3.3).

BLaST processes the log to present a commitment of the whole-program control-flow path followed by $P$ to $V$ (Section 3.4). It creates a compact grammar-based representation of the log [34], which can be presented to $V$ to unambiguously reconstruct the path followed within $P$. Finally, we qualitatively analyze the security of BLaST (Section 3.6).

### 3.1 Avoiding TEE Domain Switches

In BLaST, control events are committed to a log that is allocated locally within $P$’s own address space. This avoids TEE domain switches on control events that contribute to the overhead of prior systems. Both CFLAT and OAT can be adapted to commit path measurements to a log rather than to the TEE.

Figure 3 shows how BLaST structures the log. The memory required for the log is pre-allocated at the start of $P$’s execution. On an ARM TrustZone system, BLaST sets up the log from the TEE (i.e., secure world) as a memory region that is shared between the TEE and the normal world. The program $P$ executes in the normal world and writes entries into the shared region, and the log is readily accessible to the TEE as well. The size of the log is decided at the time when $P$ is instrumented, and is aligned to start at a page boundary; both these requirements allow us to ease the instrumentation required to protect the log (in Section 3.3).

Each control event simply commits the relevant information to the log and increments the log header. The address of the log header is stored in a dedicated register that we call LogReg. BLaST is implemented as an LLVM compiler pass, and can easily ensure that LogReg is reserved for exclusive use as the pointer to the log header by making this register unavailable for general register allocation when $P$ is compiled. We quantify the cost of dedicating an exclusive register for LogReg later in the paper (Figure 5).

BLaST logically divides the log into two symmetric halves. When one half is completely filled with log entries, its state is committed to the TEE. The program $P$ can continue to execute and populate the other half of the log even as the first half is committed. Provided sufficient hardware resources are available on the prover platform (i.e., a second CPU core), the execution of $P$ and the operation to commit the log state to the TEE can proceed in parallel.

BLaST’s instrumentation to insert entries into the log simply adds the corresponding entry into the log and increments the value of LogReg. In particular, BLaST does not perform any range checks on LogReg during each write, which would impose additional overhead on each store to the log. Instead, BLaST uses the approach of inserting sentinel pages, one at the end of each half of the log, which are write-protected by the TEE. This approach ensures that a hardware fault is generated when LogReg points to a location in the sentinel page, indicating that the corresponding half of the log is full and that it is time to commit that half of the log to the TEE. The fault handler executes in the TEE and initiates the operation of committing the log state to the TEE in a separate thread. It changes LogReg in the main thread to point to the beginning of the other half of the log, and allows $P$ to continue execution and generate log entries. BLaST’s fault handler write-protects the portion of the log that is being committed to the TEE, and makes this half writable only after the operation to commit it to the TEE is completed. This ensures that the log is not overwritten even if $P$ exhausts the other half of the log even as the current half is committed to the TEE. We discuss the operations to commit the log into the TEE in more detail in Section 3.4.

### 3.2 Ball-Larus Numbering for Optimal Logging

BLaST builds upon the influential idea of Ball-Larus numbering [10]. The Ball-Larus algorithm places instrumentation in an optimal fashion by selectively adding instrumentation to the edges of a control-flow graph that increments the value of a counter in specific ways along specific edges. The instrumentation satisfies the invariant that the value accumulated in the counter will be between 0 and $N-1$, where $N$ is the number of acyclic paths in the control-flow graph. The value in the counter uniquely determines the runtime path that was followed in the function. Ball-Larus numbering is provably up to $2N$ more compact than instrumentation for bit-tracing (à la OAT) [10, Section 2], and places instrumentation at fewer locations.

**Background on the Ball-Larus Algorithm.** The Ball-Larus algorithm works at a per-function level and adds instrumentation to the edges of the CFG of that function. The algorithm works in two steps: edge numbering, followed by edge instrumentation. We first describe the algorithm for acyclic CFGs, and then generalize.

Given an acyclic CFG with uniquely-designated entry and exit nodes, the number of paths in the CFG is finite, say $N$. Ball-Larus numbering assigns a numeric value to each edge ($\text{valEdge}(.)$) of the CFG so that a runtime path from the entry to the exit node produces an integer identifier $\in [0, N-1]$ unique to that path. The identifier of the path is the sum of the valEdge(.) values of the edges in that path. Intuitively, the algorithm iterates over the edges of the CFG in reverse topologically-sorted order, and assigns to each node $p$ a value $\text{valNode}(p)$ that denotes the number of paths from $p$ to the exit node. At each step, it assigns values valEdge(.) to each outgoing edge $e$ from $p$ so that the following invariant is maintained—the sum of the valEdge(.) values of the edges from $p$ to the exit node is a unique integer $\in [0, \text{valNode}(p)-1]$. Algorithm 1, adapted from
the original Ball-Larus paper [10], shows how valNode and valEdge are calculated for an acyclic CFG.

We are interested in the valEdge() values assigned to the edges of the CFG. Figure 4(a) shows one possible assignment of valEdge() values, for the reverse-topological ordering BB7, BB6, BB5, BB3, BB4, BB2, BB1 (there can be multiple assignments, based on how the nodes are sorted). Each path from the entry to the exit gets a unique value ∈ [0, 3] as there are 4 paths in this CFG.

Algorithm 1: Ball-Larus acyclic CFG edge numbering.

```plaintext
Input: Control-flow graph (CFG) of a function
Output: valEdge(p→q) for each edge of the CFG
nodeList = nodes of CFG, in reverse topological order
for (each p ∈ nodeList) do
  if (p is a leaf node) then
    valNode(p) = 1
  else
    valNode(p) = 0
    for (each edge p→q) do
      valEdge(p→q) = valNode(p)
      valNode(p) += valNode(q)
  end
end
```

With edges numbered with valEdge() values, the instrumentation algorithm places instructions along edges that compute the value of each path. One obvious approach would be to simply increment the path counter using the valEdge() value of each edge. However, the Ball-Larus approach provides significant flexibility in how instrumentation is inserted. In particular, it allows weights to be assigned to edges, and the Ball-Larus approach places instrumentation so that the overall weight of the instrumented edges is minimized. It does so by identifying a maximum weight spanning tree of the CFG so that the weight of the chords (i.e., the edges of the CFG that are omitted from the spanning tree) is minimized. It places the instrumentation on the chords. There can therefore be multiple ways in which to instrument the CFG, and the edge weights provide significant flexibility in minimizing instrumentation along hot paths. Figure 4(b) shows one way to instrument the CFG to compute path numbers.

The Ball-Larus algorithm generalizes to loops much like CFLAT. Each loop induces a back-edge in the graph. We insert instrumentation on back-edges that records the path number recorded until execution reaches that edge, and reset the path number on that edge, effectively breaking the CFG into acyclic portions. A small modification to the original Ball Larus numbering algorithm also yields unique path identifiers for the loop in its entirety as illustrated in Figure 4(c), which adds a loop to the CFGs from our running example. As can be seen, the Ball-Larus approach adds instrumentation to the back-edge BB7→BB0 to increment the value of BLReg computed thus far, store it in the log, and then reset the value of BLReg to 5. When reading the acyclic paths ending in BB7, the register operation BLReg += 3 must also be added to obtain the path number of the corresponding acyclic path (i.e., the path number of the path is the value of BLReg just before it is committed to the log). This is akin to the final operation performed on the exit of a function with an acyclic CFG. The corresponding path numbers in this CFG for the acyclic portions are as shown in the adjoining table in the figure. We refer the reader to the original paper [10] for complete details on handling loops.

We have described the Ball-Larus algorithm at a per-function level for a single-threaded program. BLAST records whole program paths by storing the path numbers taken in each function encountered along the path. In Section 3.4, we describe BLAST’s compact representation of the whole program path that builds on prior work in this area [34]. The Ball-Larus algorithm can also soundly record path numbers in multi-threaded programs (path numbers are recorded per thread), but our BLAST prototype currently works for single-threaded programs. CFLAT and OAT’s approaches do not work on multi-threaded programs as presented.

**Ball-Larus Instrumentation for Logging.** BLAST directly leverages Ball-Larus instrumentation placement. In BLAST, we dedicate a register (BLReg) that computes the path number at runtime. On entry into a function’s CFG, BLAST’s instrumentation initializes BLReg to 0. It adds operations to increment or decrement BLReg to the CFG’s edges as determined by the Ball-Larus algorithm (e.g., Figure 4(b)). At the exit edge, BLAST adds instrumentation to store the value of BLReg to the log. Thus, for an acyclic CFG that does not invoke any other functions (i.e., a call-graph leaf node), BLAST appends only a single entry to the log. Loopy CFGs and function calls require additional log entries, as will be explained.

It is important to note a key point of difference between CFLAT, OAT, and BLAST’s approaches. Note that in both CFLAT and OAT the inserted instrumentation performs a domain switch to store path measurements in the TEE. Even if CFLAT and OAT were modified to use local logging, each instrumented CFG edge would be a control-flow event that must be appended to the log. In contrast, BLAST computes the path number via register operations to BLReg for the most part, and only commits the value of BLReg at certain CFG locations (at function exits, calls to other functions, and loop
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We now discuss how Blast works on CFGs with loops and function calls. Loops introduce cycles in the CFG and therefore lead to an unbounded number of paths. Blast uses Ball-Larus’ trick of resetting the path number (to a non-zero value) at the back-edge of the loop (i.e., the entry point into the loop header) to split the CFG into a set of acyclic components, each of which computes path numbers independently. Because the path number is reset at loop entry, Blast saves the value of BLReg into the log. Thus, for a loopy CFG, the integrity measurement of a function is a set of path numbers, each denoting the execution of one acyclic component of the CFG. The path number at the loop header is reset in such a way that the resulting path numbers of each acyclic component are unique across the function, and help identify the acyclic component being executed. A fresh measurement is stored in the log for each loop iteration, thereby also helping identify the number of times a loop iterated. See Figure 4(c)/(d) for an example.

Because Blast records path numbers at function granularity, a function call (direct or indirect) requires a reset of the path counter in BLReg to store the value of the path counter. In Blast, we insert instrumentation at function call instructions to record the address of the called function in the log, and also commit the current value of BLReg to the log, so that it can be reset for use in the called function. As with our handling of loops, this also requires a slight redefinition of how path numbers are computed. In particular, CFG edges leading into a basic block containing a procedure call terminate acyclic paths (as also discussed in prior work [34]), and path numbers are computed afresh for subsequent segments of the control-flow graph of the function. The called function resets BLReg and computes a path number, which is similarly committed to the log. Following the call instruction, BLReg is initialized to suitably so that the following acyclic path fragment in the CFG also yields a unique path number within that function (as with loops). The code snippet below shows an example of Blast’s instrumentation inserted before a function call (check_alarm is the called function, shown in bold). Blast uses ARM64 register x19 for LogReg and w20 for BLReg:

```
str w20, [x19], #4 // store path value in log before call
mov w8, #func_id // store ID of called function in log
str w8, [x19], #4 // (continuation of above step)
bl func_addr <check_alarm> // function call
mov w20, #init_val // reset BLReg as per Ball-Larus
```

To summarize, the integrity measurement recorded during the execution of P includes, for each function: (a) the full set of acyclic path numbers encountered within the function; (b) addresses of functions called by that function (both directly and indirectly); (c) addresses of the locations in the caller to which called functions return. This information is available for each function. The last column in Table 1 qualitatively compares the instrumentation in Blast to CFLAT and OAT.

Empirically, we found that Ball-Larus numbering results in many fewer control events requiring entries in the log when compared to CFLAT and OAT adapted for local logging (instead of TEE domain switches to store measurements). Table 4(c) shows that Blast outperforms CFLAT and OAT even when they are adapted for local logging. In this section, we show that this is empirically because Blast’s Ball-Larus approach results in many fewer control events requiring entries in the log when compared to CFLAT and OAT adapted for local logging (instead of TEE domain switches to store measurements). Table 3 shows the total number of log entries that result using Blast’s approach for each of the Embench-IOT benchmarks, and also how this compares to the corresponding number of log entries in a log-based adaptation of CFLAT and OAT. Recall that Blast creates log entries only for loop headers, function calls, and returns/function exits (cf. Table 1). The number of log entries reported in Table 3 is therefore simply the sum of the corresponding control events reported in Table 2.

---

**Figure 5: Impact of reserving registers for BLReg and LogReg.**
writes. In particular, only the instructions inserted as part of the instrumentation inserted after a memory store instruction writes the memory address \(x9\) (x9 is an ARM64 register). We ensure in the shared memory allocator (from TEE_AllocateSharedMemory that creates the log) that the log starts at a 1MB aligned address for a 1MB log, which allows us to implement the fault isolation check using just a mask instruction rather than a range check. The instrumentation masks the memory address of the store on the third line (in \(x9\)), and obtains the 1MB aligned start address of the log in \(x10\). The masked value in \(x9\) will be equal to the value in \(x18\) only if the store address pointed to a location within the log, this in turn aborts execution.

Unlike traditional SFI [49], we insert the check after the store. If the check was placed before the store, then it may be possible for a control-flow integrity attack [1] on \(P\) to bypass the preceding SFI check and directly transfer control to the store instruction. In our approach, the store will necessarily be followed by the SFI check, thereby aborting execution if the store address targets the log.

3.4 Path Measurement and Verification

Branch’s fault handler is triggered when one half of the log is filled to capacity (via the write to the sentinel page). This fault handler creates a new thread that executes in the TEE and begins the operation of committing the log to the TEE. We note that the log itself need not be copied into the TEE—it suffices to obtain a commitment of its state. For example, it suffices to store a hash of the contents of the log in the TEE. If required, the log’s contents can be saved within the untrusted partition, e.g., the normal world of an ARM TrustZone platform. Its integrity can be checked at any time using the hash value committed to the TEE. Branch stores a single hash value as the commitment of the log. When the next half of the log is full, its hash is integrated with the value already in the TEE, thereby resulting in a cumulative hash.

Recall that the log is set up in memory that is shared between the TEE and the normal world. The thread that is tasked with committing the log’s state to the TEE can work concurrently with the thread that continues \(P\)’s execution. Note that the former thread must perform a domain switch (e.g., via an snc, switching the processor into the secure world), while the latter thread executes in the normal world. On a multicore prover platform, the thread that commits the log state to the TEE can execute in parallel with \(P\), thus eliminating log commitment cost from \(P\)’s execution.

The proven concept is that the log is stored in memory that is shared between the trusted and untrusted parts of the system, and that the log can be committed by a separate thread running in the ARM TrustZone. To ensure the integrity of the log, we use a hash-based approach similar to that used by the Branch system. The key difference is that we use a commitment-based approach to commit the log to the TEE, which allows us to amortize the cost of committing the log over multiple intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th># Log entries using Branch’s approach</th>
<th>CFLAT</th>
<th>OAT</th>
<th>Blast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dls-iot7</td>
<td>268,974,012</td>
<td>1.14x</td>
<td>1.90x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc32</td>
<td>523,626,012</td>
<td>2.85x</td>
<td>1.21x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cudf</td>
<td>710,012</td>
<td>3.09x</td>
<td>1.05x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edn</td>
<td>362,268,012</td>
<td>3.95x</td>
<td>1.03x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mali/d-lib</td>
<td>235,422,012</td>
<td>4.18x</td>
<td>2.11x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mali-mint</td>
<td>387,552,454</td>
<td>4.03x</td>
<td>1.48x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mali/parallel</td>
<td>68,820,024</td>
<td>3.58x</td>
<td>1.31x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mali/parallel</td>
<td>52,884,268</td>
<td>4.30x</td>
<td>1.49x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mali-parallel</td>
<td>31,825,020</td>
<td>7.01x</td>
<td>1.07x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mali/parallel</td>
<td>282,283,012</td>
<td>5.69x</td>
<td>3.18x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mali/parallel</td>
<td>296,121,016</td>
<td>4.90x</td>
<td>2.54x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st</td>
<td>24,921,012</td>
<td>1.74x</td>
<td>0.68x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tarfind</td>
<td>121,062,486</td>
<td>2.21x</td>
<td>0.97x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ud</td>
<td>258,650,012</td>
<td>2.21x</td>
<td>1.60x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Number of control-flow events with Blast’s instrumentation that result in entries into the local log. The last two columns show how many fewer entries the Ball-Larus instrumentation approach inserts into the log compared to the approaches used by CFLAT and OAT (reported as TEE domain switches in Table 2).
WPP, check that the hash it received from the prover’s TEE can be obtained from this log, and then uses the log to identify the control-flow path followed in \( P \) step by step. The hash received from the prover’s TEE serves as the commitment of the program’s execution using a context-free grammar, called the WPP generation algorithm and the lower-case symbols are terminal symbols.

Each log entry is a production rule in the context-free grammar, \( S \) and \( X \) are the non-terminals output by the WPP construction algorithm offline on the log, and send the WPP to \( V \). WPPs build upon Ball-Larus numbering, and compactly represent a single control flow path through the whole program, including calls and returns from functions (with acyclic path fragments represented in the WPP using its Ball-Larus number), as well as precisely capturing loop iterations.

WPP construction from a log of control-events proceeds as follows. As collected, each entry in the log generated by Blast can be thought of as a tuple \(<\text{func}, \text{Ball-Larus PathID}>\), that represents the acyclic Ball-Larus path number \( \text{PathID} \) followed within the function name \( \text{func} \). Each such tuple is assigned an identifier that then becomes a terminal symbol in the resulting grammar. The WPP construction algorithm identifies common fragments in the log, and “lifts” them to non-terminal symbols. Consider, for example, a fragment from a log shown in Figure 6. This log fragment can be represented symbolically as \( a \rightarrow bc \), and its compressed WPP representation would be as shown on the right in Figure 6. Intuitively, the WPP construction algorithm identifies repeated sequences of control-events that appear in the log (e.g., generated by execution of loops or repeated invocations of functions) and compresses their occurrence into a non-terminal symbol. The WPP grammar satisfies two properties: (1) it is a more compact representation of the “string” representation of the log (i.e., the string obtained by composing the terminal symbol identifiers assigned to each \(<\text{func}, \text{PathID}>>\) tuple); and (2) the log is the only “string” that can be generated from the starting non-terminal symbol of this context-free grammar (S).

If the value presented by the prover does not suffice (for any of the reasons outlined earlier), \( V \) can request the prover send it the WPP representation of the log. The prover can run the WPP construction algorithm offline on the log, and send the WPP to \( V \). The verifier can independently reconstruct the log from the WPP, check that the hash it received from the prover’s TEE can be obtained from this log, and then uses the log to identify the control-flow path followed in \( P \). Figure 7 summarizes the workflow for path measurement verification.

### 3.5 Implementation

We have implemented Blast’s instrumentation as an LLVM (version 11.0.0) compiler pass that uses LogReg and BLReg exclusively to store a pointer to the log, and to accumulate path counter information, respectively. As it instruments \( P \), it also emits the list of program locations where instrumentation is inserted. Although we trust the compiler to instrument the \( P \) correctly, compilers are complex and could be buggy. The list of program locations emitted by the compiler allows us to build a simple static binary analyzer that performs a linear pass over \( P \) to ensure that LogReg and BLReg are used exclusively at the instrumentation points (i.e., that it does not appear anywhere else in the program’s text). In practice, we target the ARM-64 bit architecture. We use the register \( x19 \) as LogReg and \( x28 \) as BLReg. We therefore disallow these registers (and also \( w19 \), which are the 32 LSB bits of \( x19 \) and \( x28 \), whose 32 LSB bits \( w28 \) represents) for general-purpose register allocation during compilation. Our implementation uses the ARM TrustZone as the TEE, and we link \( P \) with the OPTEE library [41] to ease domain switching when the log state must be committed to the TEE. This allows us to include just the logically simple static analyzer in the TCB, which can check the work of the benign (but potentially buggy) program instrumenter. Our prototype uses the Blake2s function to hash the log and we configured it to produce a 32-byte hash. Because of the associated engineering overheads, we have built the Blast prototype to only supports single-threaded programs, although Blast’s instrumentation and verification approaches readily extend to multi-threaded programs.

### 3.6 Qualitative Security Analysis

In Blast, an attacker is a malicious prover that alters the execution of \( P \) while ensuring that the path measurement reflects a “correct” execution to \( V \). We show that Blast’s design makes this task difficult for the attacker. Code corruption attacks that simply replace \( P \)’s code are easily detected because the path numbers and addresses of function calls/return addresses collected in the path measurement will not match. We assume that the prover platform implements data-execution prevention in the normal world to eliminate code injection attacks on \( P \). With Blast’s SFI instrumentation, this ensures that any memory stores from instructions that are already in \( P \) do not impact the integrity of the log.

We are thus left with the possibility of the attacker launching code-reuse attacks on \( P \). Because Blast’s goal is to faithfully record the program path followed in \( P \), a successful attack would have to cause the path measurement recorded in the log to deviate from
the actual path followed in $P$. Thus, the attack must not leave any trace in the log that will be visible to $V$. For this to be possible, the attacker must either (a) modify $BLReg$ suitably (to reflect a different path number than the one actually followed) between two control-flow events that result in entries being appended to the log; or (b) violate the append-only property of the log by modifying $LogReg$ to point to an earlier fragment of the log that will then cause any log entries inserted during the attack to be overwritten. We argue that neither case is possible.

For case (a) to happen, the attacker must identify and chain together gadgets that modify the $BLReg$ register suitably. Recall that BLAST reserves $BLReg$ for exclusive use at instrumentation locations, and this register cannot be used elsewhere in the program. Thus, the gadgets will have to be composed using instrumentation inserted by BLAST. However, any attempt in the attack to chain together gadgets using non-local control-flow instructions (such as returns or jumps) will result in a log entry because BLAST inserts log entries at such locations (Table 1). Moreover, BLAST’s instrumentation at all return or indirect jump locations records the corresponding return/jump addresses in the log. For case (b), the attack must reset the value of $LogReg$ to point to an earlier fragment of the log. BLAST reserves $LogReg$ for exclusive use at instrumentation locations, and even in such locations only increments $LogReg$. Its value is only reset within BLAST’s fault handler, but the fault handler also causes the log to be committed to the TEE. Thus, the attacker cannot reset $LogReg$ without leaving a detectable trace. Although BLAST can generalize to any architecture, our prototype currently targets ARM64, a RISC architecture with fixed-length instructions that start from page 4.4 Performance Analysis

Recall that BLAST’s fault handler spawns a new thread to commit the log state to the TEE via hashing. This thread is logically concurrent with $P$’s execution, and provided sufficient hardware resources are available (i.e., an additional CPU core on which it can switch into the TEE and execute), $P$’s execution and the log commit operation can execute in parallel. In this section, we first evaluate BLAST assuming the presence of an additional core to periodically execute the commit thread. We then analyze BLAST’s performance for the case where an additional thread is not available, and the commit thread’s execution interleaves with $P$ on the same CPU core.

**Performance with parallel log commit.** Table 4(a) compares the execution time and the size of the instrumented binary of $P$ with a baseline in which $P$ runs without any instrumentation. The thread that commits the log executes on a separate CPU core than $P$ and computes a rolling Blake2s hash of the log in the TEE. The log is a 1MB region pre-allocated in $P$’s address space.

The first set of results (without function inlining) shows that BLAST’s instrumentation results in an average runtime overhead of 185% across all the benchmarks. The instrumented binary is 64% bigger than the uninstrumented version of $P$—this metric is called bloat. While most of the benchmarks have an overhead of less than 100%, there was significant slowdown for a handful of benchmarks, namely crc32 (808%), sglib-combined (215%), st (528%), and tarfind (518%). Upon further analysis, we found that these benchmarks have a large number of direct function calls. BLAST commits the value of $BLReg$ to the log at direct function calls, and for these benchmarks, the log is filled faster than the thread that commits its state to the TEE can complete execution. Thus, $P$ is forced to wait until the log is committed before it can resume execution.

Table 4 presents the runtime overhead and memory overhead. Figure 8 breaks down the contribution of each of Ball-Larus
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We evaluated BLAST using the Embench-IOT benchmark suite atop a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ that runs an ARM Cortex A53 Quad-core 64-bit processor clocked at 1.4GHz and is equipped with 1GB LPDDR2 SRAM. In our evaluation:

1. Table 4 presents the runtime overhead and memory overhead imposed by BLAST’s instrumentation on $P$’s execution. It also compares BLAST with CFLAT and OAT adapted to use local logging;
2. Figure 8 breaks down the contribution of each of Ball-Larus instrumentation, SFI, and log commit operations to this overhead;
3. Table 5 analyzes the energy consumption of BLAST;
4. Table 6 quantifies the benefits of WPP for log compression;
5. Section 4.4 shows the effectiveness of BLAST at detecting anomalous behavior in $P$ using a case study.
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Table 4: Performance of BLAST on the Embench-IOT benchmark suite. Numbers reported are average of 10 runs, and the standard deviation is < 0.2%. BLAST preallocated a log of size 1MB split into two 512kB symmetric halves with sentinel pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>BLAST w/o func. inlining</th>
<th>BLAST with func. inlining</th>
<th>Best case overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (sec)</td>
<td>Code size (KBs)</td>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td>Time (sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aha-mont64</td>
<td>11.62</td>
<td>14.95 (15%)</td>
<td>29 (93%)</td>
<td>28.10 (141%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crc32</td>
<td>11.58</td>
<td>105.26 (868%)</td>
<td>29 (52%)</td>
<td>13.38 (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>2.04 (802%)</td>
<td>125 (8%)</td>
<td>2.02 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edn</td>
<td>26.03</td>
<td>45.72 (75%)</td>
<td>37 (60%)</td>
<td>45.47 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haffner</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>25.64 (86%)</td>
<td>33 (73%)</td>
<td>26.01 (89%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matmul-int</td>
<td>33.42</td>
<td>44.21 (32%)</td>
<td>29 (52%)</td>
<td>45.47 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minver</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>8.88 (102%)</td>
<td>32 (8%)</td>
<td>7.96 (81%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nbody</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td>0.82 (57%)</td>
<td>25 (66%)</td>
<td>8.84 (61%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nettle-aes</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>21.57 (31%)</td>
<td>46 (43%)</td>
<td>21.47 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nettle-sha256</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>23.46 (9%)</td>
<td>38 (37%)</td>
<td>25.06 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primecount</td>
<td>15.34</td>
<td>28.44 (85%)</td>
<td>24 (71%)</td>
<td>28.48 (85%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>5.00 (528%)</td>
<td>25 (66%)</td>
<td>1.47 (83%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tarfind</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>18.14 (15)</td>
<td>29 (52%)</td>
<td>31.79 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ud</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>78.83 (15%)</td>
<td>25 (66%)</td>
<td>8.84 (61%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average Overhead: 58%
This setup measures the current (in mA) drawn by the Raspberry Pi3 board every 50ms. Multiplied with the constant input voltage of 5.1V, this yields the instantaneous power draw (in mW), which is just a few hundred bytes.

We evaluated BLAST using the Open Syringe pump benchmark [40], an implementation of a medical syringe pump for low-end embedded devices. We chose this benchmark because it has also been used by prior work to evaluate the security and performance of their systems. We used the publicly-available version of the application that the CFLAT authors ported for their work. The application takes a numeric input which sets the quantity of bolus (set-quantity), and a trigger input (+/-) which moves the syringe pump to dispense or withdraw the set bolus (move-syringe).

We conducted a performance evaluation of the instrumented Open Syringe pump benchmark similar to CFLAT by executing it with different bolus quantities. As shown in Table 7, the raw whole-program path attestation overhead incurred using the BLAST-instrumented application is 0.14s for 0.5ml, 0.15s for 1ml, and 0.16s for 2ml. In contrast, the raw performance overhead of the corresponding CFLAT-instrumented benchmark is 1.2s for 0.5ml, 2.4s for 1ml, and 4.8s for 2ml for attesting paths only in the set-quantity and move-syringe functions [2, Section 6.3]. Further, we observed only a single TEE domain switch in the instrumented version of the application. This is because the number of control-flow events observed during the execution of this application did not fill the log to capacity, i.e., there were fewer entries than to even fill one half of the space allocated for the log. In contrast, CFLAT makes a TEE domain switch on every basic block.

Next, we illustrate the effectiveness of WPP at detecting anomalous behaviour of the set-quantity function. The functionality of the application is such that depending on the bolus amount, the stepper motor runs a different number of steps, which is implemented as a loop in the ported application. The CFG consists of three acyclic paths: a loop entry path with Ball-Larus value 32-byte hash value to the verifier and a nonced, and digitally-signed commitment of the program execution and sends only a log state to the TEE.

We compared the energy consumption of unmodified Embench-IOT benchmarks with BLAST using the instrumented version of each benchmark (see Table 4(a)). Table 5 reports the results of these experiments, which show an average increase in energy consumption of about 80% across the Embench-IOT benchmarks.

Table 6: Comparison of the size of the raw log against a log compressed with two lossless approaches: bzip2 and WPP.

Table 7: Performance evaluation for different bolus amounts. Bolus (ml) is the dose of drug.

### 4.2 Evaluating Energy Consumption in BLAST

Blast-instrumented programs have additional instructions to enable measurement, logging, and periodic commitment of the log state to the TEE. We conducted an experiment to evaluate the energy overhead of executing these additional instructions on our Raspberry Pi3 Model B+ evaluation platform.

To conduct these experiments, we connected a Hioki 3274 current meter to the 5.1V DC power supply of the Raspberry Pi3 board. We paired this with a Tektronix TBS1064 four channel digital storage oscilloscope that runs at 60MHz, and has a sampling rate of 1G/s/s. This setup measures the current (in mA) drawn by the Raspberry Pi3 board every 50ms. Multiplied with the constant input voltage of 5.1V, this yields the instantaneous power draw (in mW), which we integrated over the execution time of each benchmark to obtain the overall energy consumption.

We compared the energy consumption of unmodified Embench-IOT benchmarks with the best performing BLAST-instrumented variant from Table 4(a). Table 5 reports the results of these experiments, which show an average increase in energy consumption of about 80% across the Embench-IOT benchmarks.

### 4.3 Effectiveness of the WPP Representation

We observe hundreds of millions of control-flow events when we execute BLAST-instrumented versions of each benchmark (see Table 3 for raw log entry numbers). The size of the resulting log can therefore run into MBs (or even GBs), as shown in Table 6. Recall that BLAST computes the cumulative hash over the log during the program execution and sends only a nonced, and digitally-signed 32-byte hash value to the verifier. However, as discussed in Section 3.4, ‘V’ may request more information from the prover. In such cases, transmitting large raw log files is infeasible, and the prover resorts to computing and sending a WPP. Table 6 compares the raw size of the log, a version of the log compressed with the bzip2 utility [13], and the WPP representation of the log. Bzip2 uses a lossless compression technique based on the Burrows-Wheeler block sorting text compression algorithm and Huffman coding. The WPP construction algorithm identifies and compactly represents repeated fragments in structure of the log using a context-free grammar. Table 6 clearly shows the benefits of the WPP representation, which is just a few hundred bytes in each case.

### 4.4 Case Study: Open Syringe Pump Benchmark

We evaluated BLAST using the Open Syringe Pump benchmark [40], an implementation of a medical syringe pump for low-end embedded devices. We chose this benchmark because it has also been used by prior work to evaluate the security and performance of their systems. We used the publicly-available version of the application that the CFLAT authors ported for their work. The application takes a numeric input which sets the quantity of bolus (set-quantity), and a trigger input (+/-) which moves the syringe pump to dispense or withdraw the set bolus (move-syringe).

We conducted a performance evaluation of the instrumented Open Syringe pump benchmark similar to CFLAT by executing it with different bolus quantities. As shown in Table 7, the raw whole-program path attestation overhead incurred using the BLAST-instrumented application is 0.14s for 0.5ml, 0.15s for 1ml, and 0.16s for 2ml. In contrast, the raw performance overhead of the corresponding CFLAT-instrumented benchmark is 1.2s for 0.5ml, 2.4s for 1ml, and 4.8s for 2ml for attesting paths only in the set-quantity and move-syringe functions [2, Section 6.3]. Further, we observed only a single TEE domain switch in the BLAST-instrumented version of the application. This is because the number of control-flow events observed during the execution of this application did not fill the log to capacity, i.e., there were fewer entries than to even fill one half of the space allocated for the log. In contrast, CFLAT makes a TEE domain switch on every basic block.

Next, we illustrate the effectiveness of WPP at detecting anomalous behaviour of the set-quantity function. The functionality of the application is such that depending on the bolus amount, the stepper motor runs a different number of steps, which is implemented as a loop in the ported application. The CFG consists of three acyclic paths: a loop entry path with Ball-Larus value 1, a

Table 5: Energy consumption with and without BLAST on Embench-IOT benchmarks. The input voltage to the Raspberry Pi3 is constant at 5.1V, and the overall energy consumption is the product of the voltage, current draw, and the execution time of the benchmark.

Table 6: Comparison of the size of the raw log against a log compressed with two lossless approaches: bzip2 and WPP.

Table 7: Performance evaluation for different bolus amounts. Bolus (ml) is the dose of drug.
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Remote attestation has been explored in various domains [4, 8, 24, 35, 47] to establish the absence of malicious changes to the memory content. Software-based attestation techniques such as SWATT [45] and PIONEER [44] were originally proposed for low-end embedded devices because TEEs were generally unavailable (historically) on low-end embedded devices. These methods implemented attestation via a self-checksumming function, implemented entirely in software. The security of these techniques relies on precise timing measurements, and is applicable only in settings where the communication delay between \( V \) and \( P \) is deterministic, e.g., communication between peripheral and host CPU [35]. Moreover, attacks have been proposed on software based attestation [14, 51].

Hybrid attestation techniques provide the same security guarantees as hardware-based approaches while minimizing modifications to the underlying hardware platform and reducing the assumptions of software-based approaches. VRASED [37] implements integrity-ensuring functions (e.g., MAC) in software and uses trusted hardware to control the execution of this function. These attestation techniques share a standard limitation—they measure the state of the prover only when it executes remote attestation. They do not provide information about the program before measurement or its state between two consecutive measurements, and thus suffer from time-of-check to time-of-use (TOCTTOU) attacks. RATA [38] proposes a hybrid design to avoid TOCTTOU in microcontroller units. BLAST is complementary to these approaches and focuses on attesting the program’s control flow.

DIAT [4] is an integrity measurement approach that, like BLAST, attempts to address the issue of performance overheads of path attestation. DIAT decomposes the program \( P \) into modules and attests selective modules that process specific data of interest. DIAT ensures that the communication between the modules takes place over a well-defined interface that allows data-flow tracking between the modules. In DIAT the modules that are attested are identified beforehand, and \( V \) does not have flexibility in choosing which modules to attest. LAPE [29] also uses an approach similar to DIAT for firmware attestation by splitting firmware into modules. BLAST provides whole-program attestation in contrast to DIAT. Methods from BLAST can also be used to improve the attestation of the modules that DIAT identifies, thus resulting in a better system overall.

LO-FAT [22], LiteHAX [21], Atrium [52] and Tiny-CFA [39] introduce hardware support to reduce the overheads of control-flow path attestation on the prover and securely store measurements.

ReCFA [53] proposes an alternative approach to optimizing path attestation. It proposes a multi-phase program analysis to reduce the number of control events to be recorded at runtime. ReCFA’s call-site filtering analyzes the control-flow graph and elides recording a call to a function if it is guaranteed to follow a call to its predecessor. ReCFA’s control-flow event folding compresses the amount of data recorded in the integrity measurement sent to the verifier. The verifier itself uses a form of abstract execution to check the integrity of \( P \)’s execution. ReCFA uses Intel MPK [30] for lightweight protection of the integrity of critical data structures used for call-site filtering and control-flow event folding within \( P \)’s address space. ReCFA’s methods are complementary to BLAST’s—in particular, ReCFA can benefit from BLAST’s Ball-Larus-based instrumentation placement, and vice-versa. However, ReCFA did not evaluate the performance impact of domain switches into the TEE, which are a key part of the design of path attestation methods for embedded devices and also severely impact their performance. Also, ReCFA cannot be implemented securely on embedded systems, which lack Intel MPK support that is presently available only on Intel server-class chipsets. Although similar in design to Intel MPK, ARM Memory Domains [7, 18] require a trap to the kernel to switch memory domains unlike MPK, in which the corresponding operation is done entirely in user-space.

MG-CFA [28] proposes dual attestation at function-level: (1) fine-grained that records every branch, function call and return events, or (2) coarse-grained that records only function entrance and exit events. It associates a vulnerable probability \( p \) with every function (which is predicted using ML models). Functions with a threshold are called vulnerable functions and others are normal functions. Vulnerable functions are checked at fine-granularity, others are checked at coarse-granularity. They evaluate their work on Raspberry Pi with ARM Trustzone and reports up to 600× overhead on real-benchmarks when all functions are checked at fine-granularity. These numbers are consistent with the results that we observed when we attempted to scale CFLAT and OAT to whole-program path attestation (Table 2). BLAST’s overhead, in contrast, is an average of 1.67× on the Embench-IOT benchmark suite.

### 5 RELATED WORK

Remote attestation has been explored in various domains [4, 8, 24, 35, 47] to establish the absence of malicious changes to the memory content. Software-based attestation techniques such as SWATT [45] and PIONEER [44] were originally proposed for low-end embedded devices because TEEs were generally unavailable (historically) on low-end embedded devices. These methods implemented attestation via a self-checksumming function, implemented entirely in software. The security of these techniques relies on precise timing measurements, and is applicable only in settings where the communication delay between \( V \) and \( P \) is deterministic, e.g., communication between peripheral and host CPU [35]. Moreover, attacks have been proposed on software based attestation [14, 51].

Hybrid attestation techniques provide the same security guarantees as hardware-based approaches while minimizing modifications to the underlying hardware platform and reducing the assumptions of software-based approaches. VRASED [37] implements integrity-ensuring functions (e.g., MAC) in software and uses trusted hardware to control the execution of this function. These attestation techniques share a standard limitation—they measure the state of the prover only when it executes remote attestation. They do not provide information about the program before measurement or its state between two consecutive measurements, and thus suffer

...
6 CONCLUSION

Whole program path attestation has proven to be an elusive goal. This paper showed that prior methods for path attestation fail to scale to whole program paths because of the prohibitive number of TEE domain transitions that they make. We then proposed BLAST, which combines local logging, optimal instrumentation placement in P and software fault isolation in a novel way, thereby enabling whole-program path attestation with runtime performance overheads of 67% on a set of embedded benchmarks.
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